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LAMMA STAND R20

LATEST AFT 100 TRENCHER provides the solution to agricultural drainage

The AFT 100 trencher is designed to create efficient land drainage preventing the soil from becoming saturated. This allows crops to flourish, obtaining the right level of moisture to encourage good root development and natural growth. At the same time the land remains accessible for machines at all times. It is the most economical way, long term to improve crop yields.

A tough trencher for tough digging conditions; the AFT 100 is suitable for tractors from 90hp to 140+hp (48-105kW), with either a creeper or hydrostatic gearbox.

The AFT 100 which is fitted with an overhead hydraulic lift pipe reel carrier. This is designed to keep the whole unit within the width of the tractor, making road travel much safer.

For more information visit our stand R20 or go to the website: www.trenchers.co.uk
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